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FOREWORD
The fishing industry has fought its way to the top of the Brexit agenda, lobbying
successfully for the UK Government to share its vision of the country becoming
an independent coastal state with control over its own waters, as enshrined in
the Fisheries Bill currently making its way through the Houses of Parliament.
None of our red lines has been crossed, although
there is a long way to go until our goals have
been achieved. Our key objective once a Brexit
deal has been reached is to ensure the future
fisheries agreement that will form part of the final
settlement is free of constraints relating to access,
quota or trade.

Given our industry’s prominence in relation to
Brexit, it is unsurprising that what we do more
broadly has attracted greater interest in the media
and elsewhere over the past two years.
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Proper, meaningful scrutiny requires knowledge
and understanding. A complex industry whose
many facets include crew and vessel safety,
economic and market analysis, interaction with
regulators, international roles and responsibilities,
heavy gear and machinery, scientific inputs,
sophisticated technology – the list could go on – is
frankly not reducible to some of the caricatures
masquerading as fact that have appeared since
June 2016.
Much of this is a function of the unfortunate
politicisation of fishing. As an apolitical
organisation whose very raison d’êtreis to promote
the interests of its members in all relevant forums,

the SFF will continue to engage with and where
necessary lobby our governments and parties
across the political spectrum in search of the
best outcomes for the industry, just as equivalent
bodies representing other sectors will. It is
important to recognise that we are promoting
industry interests, not political interests.
In order to grasp the very particular reasons why
the industry is so firmly opposed to the Common
Fisheries Policy (CFP), which is a sine qua non of
EU membership, you first have to go back to 1973
and the UK’s accession. A condition of entry was
that we pool our richly endowed fishing waters
with those of other members. As an internal civil

Secondly, you have to recognise how galling are
the practical consequences of CFP membership.
Fully 60 per cent of the catchable fish in UK
waters is set aside for vessels from other member
states. Our skippers on the fishing grounds rightly
argue that a rebalancing of this grossly inequitable
division of what should be a national natural
resource would provide new jobs and income to
their communities.

This, the first SFF State of the Industry Report, has
been produced in advance of what we sincerely
hope will be the final December Fisheries Council
attended by the UK as a member of the EU, prior
to us gaining independent coastal state status
by December 2020. As well as setting out the
rationale for the industry’s position on Brexit, it is
designed to provide some clarity in areas where
misunderstandings often arise and to give some
context and background to help fill the gaps in
knowledge and understanding.
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service memo infamously stated, in the broader
interests of UK membership the fishermen “must
be regarded as expendable”.
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PETER BRUCE

SKIPPER OF THE PETERHEAD-REGISTERED WHITEFISH VESSEL BUDDING ROSE

"

It is frustrating when you read headlines that are so obviously wrong like
the one a few years ago saying there were only 100 cod left in the North Sea.

We’re not looking for adulation, far from it, but
a better understanding of what we do and some
consideration of the fact that we have a right to
go about our business would be good.
Like generations of our forefathers, we go to sea
to feed our families, and the fantastic produce
that we land and sell is a great source of healthy
protein for many thousands of other families.
I think it’s a noble tradition that’s vital for
employment in our coastal communities,
and a tradition that should be respected.

"

Photograph courtesy of SEAFISH
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Skippers all keep up with what’s going on these
days via social media and WhatsApp, and when
you read reports by people who obviously
have no real understanding of the industry or
the nature of the job, sometimes you’re left
wondering “what gives them the right to be so
disparaging about the fishing”?
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BREXIT
– THE PURSUIT OF FAIRER SHARES
The rationale for Brexit from the perspective of the Scottish fishing industry
is straightforward.
We are fortunate to have some of the richest
fishing grounds in the world around our shoreline.
Yet under the CFP the allowance for catching this
national natural resource – high-quality seafood,
rich in protein and nutrients with proven benefits
for our health, much sought after in international
markets – is divvied up every year and most of
it (almost two-thirds) handed, gratis, to vessels
from other EU countries.
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x10
MORE FISH
FROM OUR WATERS THAN WE DID FROM THEIRS

x260 MORE SAITHE

x173
MORE HERRING
FROM OUR WATERS THAN WE DID FROM THEIRS

FROM OUR WATERS THAN WE DID FROM THEIRS

x45
MORE WHITING
FROM OUR WATERS THAN WE DID FROM THEIRS

FACTS OF FISHING LIFE IN THE CFP
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The illustration and table demonstrate starkly
just how inequitable this system is, with EU
vessels in 2016 catching 10 times more fish from
our waters than we did from theirs and some of
the larger EU fishing nations catching far more
fish in our waters than they did in their own.

% of
% of
national
national
catch from catch from
UK waters own waters
TONNES

MILLION

TONNES

MILLION

EU COUNTRY

38

TONNES

28

MILLION

21

TONNES

DENMARK

21

MILLION

34

TONNES

18

MILLION

8

TONNES

GERMANY

19

MILLION

50

TONNES

36

MILLION

12

TONNES

31

MILLION

NETHERLANDS

33

TONNES

27

MILLION

51

TONNES

FRANCE

55

MILLION

35

TONNES

36

MILLION

61

TONNES

IRELAND

61

MILLION

Under international law, sovereignty over a
country’s EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone – the
recognised term used to describe home waters out
to 200 miles or to a median line with neighbouring
countries) lies with that country.
Against this backdrop, it should surprise no one
that since the day after the Brexit referendum in
June 2016 the Scottish fishing industry has been
pushing hard to realise the potential gains for the
sector from the UK’s exit from the EU.
So what does this Sea of Opportunity, as we have
called it, look like?

x7.5 MORE
HORSE
MACKEREL
FROM OUR WATERS THAN WE DID FROM THEIRS

Icelandic boats land 95% of the fish caught
in their waters, while the equivalent figure for
Norwegian vessels is 84%.
A study published earlier this year by Dr Ian Napier
of the NAFC Marine Centre in Shetland, part of the
University of the Highlands and Islands, suggested
that the UK industry could almost double in size if
it followed the Icelandic example.
In 2016, UK vessels caught just over one-third
(36%) of all the fish and shellfish landed from our
EEZ, worth £815m.
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x16
MORE MACKEREL
FROM OUR WATERS THAN WE DID FROM THEIRS

x14 MORE
HADDOCK
& COD
FROM OUR WATERS THAN WE DID FROM THEIRS

x4.5 MORE
BLUE
WHITING
FROM OUR WATERS THAN WE DID FROM THEIRS

However, as an independent coastal state with
full control over access and quota allocation,
the UK industry could be worth up to £1.68bn,
Dr Napier concluded.
Separately, a Scottish Government study
highlighted the potential benefits of us leaving
the CFP – up to £540m in additional income and
5,000 new jobs, re-energising and re-vitalising
once thriving coastal communities.
These benefits will accrue to operators of all types
and sizes of fishing vessel all around Scotland.
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POLLING QUESTIONS

2)

CURRENTLY, AS A MEMBER OF THE EU, BRITAIN IS PART OF THE COMMON FISHERIES POLICY,
MEANING THAT THE EU DECIDES WHO CAN HAVE ACCESS TO FISH IN UK WATERS. ONCE
BRITAIN LEAVES THE EU, DO YOU THINK THIS QUOTA SHOULD BE INCREASED OR DECREASED,
OR SHOULD IT REMAIN AT THE SAME LEVEL?
63.5

INCREASED

30.5

DECREASED

6

12

To achieve them, we have openly sought the
elevation of the UK to the position of independent
coastal state, allowing the restoration of control
over access to our waters and what can be caught,
where and when within them.
Under this structure, now enshrined in the
Fisheries Bill, the UK would participate in all the
relevant international fisheries negotiations from
December 2020.
Between now and then UK and EU negotiators will
attempt to devise a specific fisheries agreement.

%

30.5

%

63.5
6
%

REMAIN THE SAME

We fully expect the EU nations that are heavily
dependent on access to our waters to press
forcefully for this to be a multi-year agreement
that permits the tariff-free trading in EU markets
of UK seafood, but only in return for specific
guarantees of access to UK waters for their vessels.
As we have made clear time and time again, this is
simply unacceptable in principle. It contravenes all
international norms and practice. And UK ministers
must be true to their word and resist all attempts
to fashion such an agreement. Proposed changes
to the Fisheries Bill that will legally oblige ministers
to pursue a fairer share of fishing opportunities
are welcome.

The UK industry has never said that it wishes to
see access to our waters denied to the skippers
of EU vessels. That would be a silly goal, simply
because it often makes good sense to reach
mutually beneficial arrangements on access to
each others’ waters. These sorts of arrangements
are part of the warp and weft of the coastal states
talks every year.
The point is that they are the outcome of free
and fair negotiations and not the enforced result
of a prior agreement that binds participants to a
particular course of action year after year.

THINKING ABOUT BREXIT, FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SECTORS DO YOU THINK THEY
WILL, OR WILL NOT, BENEFIT FROM BREXIT? AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES, MOTOR INDUSTRY,
FINANCIAL SERVICES, ENERGY, TOURISM, MANUFACTURING.

That would be CFP redux, when what we are
determined to do is break free from overly
prescriptive and demanding international
obligations and re-assert control over our fish and
shellfish stocks. That is what sovereignty means.
The SFF’s own opinion polling has shown a clear
majority of the public support these aims.
In a YouGov poll commissioned in September
2018, 63.5% of voters who expressed an opinion
said they believed quotas should be increased for
UK vessels.

59

WOULD BENEFIT

41

WOULD NOT BENEFIT

Voters also ranked fisheries as the UK economic
sector most likely to benefit from Brexit, with 59%
of those with a view saying it would.

41
%
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59
%
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SUSTAINABILITY
– INDUSTRY’S TOP PRIORITY
Number one on the priority list for any industry dependent on natural resources
will always be the future. For the Scottish fishing industry, that means sustainable
stocks. Without sustainability, there is no profitability. Catching today what should
be left for tomorrow’s fishermen is anathema to the modern industry, no matter
how many corporate-funded NGOs might try to persuade you otherwise. They
might also attempt to claim credit for improvements in the sustainability of stocks,
when in fact industry has been the main driver and chief innovator in this area.
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7,557
WORTH

TONNES

£9.9m

8,213
WORTH

TONNES

£17.3m

COD

SAITHE

HAKE

WHITING

5,000 Tonnes
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MSC STOCKS – FIGURES FOR LANDINGS BY SCOTTISH VESSELS IN 2017

8,450
WORTH

The current position is that 53 out of 76 EU
stocks (97% of the total volume caught) are now
fished sustainably, at or below the ecological
concept of maximum sustainable yield (MSY).
As the graphic shows, key Scottish commercial
stocks, including cod, haddock, herring and
mackerel, have been certified by the Marine
Stewardship Council (MSC) as sustainable and
carry the distinctive label with its white tick on
a blue background identifying the provenance of
the produce to consumers. These achievements
have been initiated and achieved by industry
via the Scottish Pelagic Sustainability Group
(SPSG) and the Scottish Fisheries Sustainable

TONNES

£8.4m

14,803
WORTH

TONNES

£34.3m

Accreditation Group (SFSAG). In the shellfish
sector, king scallops and brown crab from inshore
waters around Shetland are also MSC-certified.
Some NGOs with publicity targets to fulfil and
budgets to secure have, since the UK announced
it would be leaving the EU, suggested that
stewardship of fish stocks by the UK and Scottish
governments would put sustainability at risk.
There is simply no basis for this fear. The Scottish
fishing industry has no interest in jeopardising its
own future. Sustainability will continue to be the
primary concern.

WORTH

TONNES

£42.5m

The industry believes that sovereign control of
some of the richest fishing grounds in the world
will lead to improved management of stocks,
more accurate and robust scientific assessments
and much closer collaboration between
independent scientists and industry operatives.
A key feature of visits to Norway and Iceland
by Scottish industry representatives in 2017
was learning about the systems deployed to
ensure and improve sustainability in those
major fishing nations. While different, both

56,423
WORTH

TONNES

£24m

62,943

TONNES
WORTH

WORTH

TONNES
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MACKEREL

BLUE WHITING

HERRING

HADDOCK

28,116

179,955

£162m

£10.7m

systems are superior to that of the CFP, and
the UK and Scotland will look to the east and
to the north-west as they seek to build a new
sustainability framework.
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DAVID MILNE

SKIPPER OF THE FRASERBURGH-REGISTERED WHITEFISH VESSEL FAITHLIE

"

The industry has worked incredibly hard in the past few decades to
improve sustainability.
Every single fisherman knows how important
healthy stocks are, today, tomorrow and in
the future.

Photograph by ELEANOR CHURCH FOR MSC

Some major sacrifices have been made – e.g.
decommissioned vessels – along with a huge
amount of innovation in catching methods,
including adaptation of gear.
In recent years those of us who are out on the
grounds most weeks have seen the positive
results, with the main commercial stocks at
or near record levels.
No-one wants to undermine all these efforts
and sacrifices – if you really know and
understand the industry, you’ll quickly
recognise how absurd such a suggestion is.

"
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SIZE AND STRUCTURE
– THE MYTHS DISPELLED
A false dichotomy is made by some observers between large and small in the
fishing industry.
The industry is better understood as an ecosystem,
where all the parts depend upon each other to
function harmoniously.
Just as the orca is no more important than the
sandeel in the natural ecosystem, so the industry
needs the inshore as much as the pelagic fisherman.

The main drivers of the structure of the industry in
Scotland are the nature of the fisheries, which are
geographically concentrated in the North Sea and
Atlantic, and expectations in the marketplace.
Migratory species such as mackerel, which move
through these areas in the winter months, shoal in
huge volumes and are most safely and efficiently
caught by large vessels that can withstand the
sea conditions, keep their crew safe and quickly
bring the fish down to a temperature below 1°C
to maintain their quality for sale.
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THE UK FISHING FLEET – SIZE OF THE UK FISHING FLEET BY COUNTRY: 2017
3,000
2,000
1,000
0
ENGLAND
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Studies have shown that these vessels have a tiny
carbon footprint relative to other forms of protein
food production, especially farmed meat.
Huge capital investment is required for these
vessels, which come in at well over £20 million
each.
But the idea that this has fostered excessive
concentration of ownership in the industry is
demonstrably false. A variety of models exist, from
large companies to family shareholdings.

WALES

SCOTLAND

NORTHERN IRELAND

What always goes unnoticed by those in a rush
to make judgements is the years and years of
previous investment, both human – in the form of
work and sometimes, tragically, loss at sea – and
financial, with all the risks that entails.
The North Sea and Atlantic are also rich in
non-migratory whitefish species such as cod,
haddock, saithe and monkfish. Given the yearround nature of these fisheries and their location,
it is no surprise that Scotland’s whitefish fleet is
comprised of larger vessels.

375

90
60
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300
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Regular modernisation is required to ensure
these vessels are fit for purpose when it comes
to efficiency, safety and welfare of crew and
maintenance of product quality.

By contrast, England had far more vessels – more
than 3,000 – but a much higher proportion (83%)
of them were under 10m, reflecting the different
nature and location of their fisheries.

The largest number of vessels is of course in the
under 10m category – operating mostly in the
shellfish and inshore finfish sectors. In 2017, there
were 2,069 licenced fishing vessels in Scotland,
1,493 of which were under 10m (72%) and 576
of which were over 10m (28%).

Scotland had only 34% of the fleet by numbers
alone, but a much higher share by capacity (55%)
and power (46%), as measured in gross tonnes and
kW respectively.

SCOTLAND

NORTHERN IRELAND
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INVESTMENT
– BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE
The level of investment in new vessels is at an unprecedented level, with more than
50 ranging in size from 7m to 80m due at a cost of more than £300 million in the
UK in the next three years.
David Linkie, editor of Fishing News, observes that
“of particular significance is the fact that the new
builds encompass a wide range of vessel types,
target species and geographical areas”.
“Fly-shooters, pair-seiners, scallopers, single-,
twin-rig and beam trawlers, vivier crabbers and
pelagic vessels are at various stages of design
and build for owners in Shetland, Orkney and the
Western Isles, Devon and Cornwall, as well as
north-east Scotland.”
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This investment is a powerful indicator of the
current strength of the industry and the extent
to which preparations for a future outside the
CFP are already being made, based of course on
the health and sustainability of the stocks in
UK waters.

Investment in infrastructure is also highly evident,
such as the new fish market at Peterhead, which
doubled capacity to 10,000 boxes per day when
it opened for business in June and has been
accredited by the British Retail Consortium with
its highest AA rating for quality.

Efficiency, safety and technological improvement
are among the key benefits of new vessels.

New markets in Lerwick and Scalloway for
Shetland, where more finfish are landed than in
England, Wales & Northern Ireland combined, are
also under construction and will likewise double
the landing capacity there.

And it looks to a better future for an industry
that in condescending, haughty, grandiose civil
service prose was described all those years ago
as “expendable”, but which fought back, and
will continue to fight, for its rightful place in the
economic firmament of this maritime nation.
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The investment is reflective of a sophisticated,
responsible modern industry that has long since
outgrown the lazy shorthand descriptions that
many media outlets continue to drip into their
reporting and “analysis”.
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GEORGE WILLIAM ANDERSON

SKIPPER OF LERWICK-REGISTERED PELAGIC VESSEL ADENIA –
NEW VESSEL UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN SPAIN

"

Also, the carbon footprint of this latest
generation of boats will be even lower per tonne
than the previous one, which a study done by
the NAFC Marine Centre in Shetland showed was
among the lowest for any source of food protein.
A new boat is a huge financial undertaking,
and I’m doing it with my three sons and
LHD Ltd because I believe in this industry
and the future despite the best efforts of
politicians and bureaucrats, who have never
so much as set foot on a gangway, to wreck it.

"

Photograph by PAUL RIDDELL
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When it comes to the mackerel fishing, safety
and efficiency are a big part of it too. This new
boat that we are building in northern Spain
will be a lot safer to operate in the North Sea
and Atlantic in the dead of winter when the
mackerel migrate through and the seas can be
pretty rough.

GEORGE WILLIAM ANDERSON AT SEA ON HIS SMALL BOAT

Investment has always been a big part of success in fishing. It’s a competitive industry
and if our pelagic fleet didn’t keep moving ahead with vessel and gear technology,
we’d be left behind. Other countries with better boats would soon take over.
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QUOTAS
– THE KEY POINTS
The two most salient facts about fishing quota in Scotland are that (i) unlike in
other parts of the UK it is all owned within the country and (ii) owners large and
small have built quota by establishing fishing track records over many years and at
great human cost and financial risk, often down the generations – nobody has given
it to them for free.
These points are completely missed when lurid
headlines appear about who owns what.

Just as there is a variety of types of fishing vessel,
from shellfish boats at the smaller end of the
scale, up via whitefish boats to the large pelagic
boats designed to operate in ferocious winter
weather in the North Sea and Atlantic, so there
is a range of companies, many of them familyowned, that own quota. Economies of scale work
in fishing as they do in other industries.
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The current quota system, adopted back in
1983, operates as follows. Annual Total Allowable
Catches (TACs) for most commercial stocks
in EU waters, based on advice from ICES (the
International Council for the Exploration of the
Sea), are set just before Christmas at the EU
Council of Ministers meeting. TACs for other
stocks, shared with non-EU states such as
Norway, Iceland, Faroe and Russia, are set at
separate negotiations.

The national percentage shares of TACs, or keys,
were initially based on historical catches, with
1973-78 as the reference period and the loss of
fishing opportunities around Iceland following
the Cod Wars as well as the number of coastal
communities dependent on fishing also factored
in. Under the principle of relative stability, these
keys have not altered significantly since.

When the UK becomes a coastal state, setting
of the TAC for our EEZ will become our
responsibility, with international negotiations to
determine who gets what, where and when. The
aim is to secure a much greater, and therefore
fairer, share of the fish in our waters, bringing
benefits right across the industry in the form of
jobs and income. The UK system will move away
from relative stability to zonal attachment, which
takes greater account of the distribution of fish in
national waters in the setting of quotas.
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Quota management in the UK is devolved to
producers’ organisations (POs). Each vessel has
a fixed quota allocation (FQA), which means the
actual tonnage varies from year to year according
to the size of national quotas. Several POs have
quota pools with monthly landing limits while
others apportion individual quotas (IQs) in
relation to each vessel’s FQA.
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